Pathfinding in hospitals is challenging for patients, visitors, and even employees. Many people have experienced getting lost due to lack of clear guidance, large footprint of hospitals, and confusing array of hospital wings. In this paper, we propose Halo; An indoor navigation application based on voice-user interaction to help provide directions for users without assistance of a localization system. The main challenge is accurate detection of origin and destination search terms. A custom convolutional neural network (CNN) is proposed to detect origin and destination search terms from transcription of a submitted speech query. The CNN is trained based on a set of queries tailored specifically for hospital and clinic environments. Performance of the proposed model is studied and compared with Levenshtein distance-based word matching.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Medical environments such as hospitals host a large number of admitted patients, out-patients, visitors, and employees. Many of these individuals are one-time or short-term visitors that often have difficulty in finding their ultimate destination [1] . Hospitals have implemented potential solutions in the form of paths on the floors or walls, installation of signs, and directory finder systems on their websites. Unfortunately, these approaches have not fully solved the problem and these aids are not available at every point of a hospital [1] . Statistics show that in UK around 6.9M outpatient hospital appointments are missing annually, where a significant fraction of these is due to navigation problems inside big hospitals [1] .
Artificial intelligence have been used successfuly in different navigation applications such as vehicle navigation [2] and 3-dimensional localization [3] . The main challenges in providing a reliable indoor navigation solution for hospital environments are design of a userfriendly interface and an accurate indoor localization system. The focus of this paper is the user-application interaction component of such a system, without an integrated indoor localization system. The voice-user interaction (VUI) systems are typically equipped with speech-to-text (STT) and text-tospeech (TTS) engines that employ machine learning models to convert speech to text and vice versa. To be useful in the context of navigation in a hospital, the application will be required to detect the important keywords and/or sentiment from the user query. For our indoor navigation application, these keywords are the current location and ultimate destination of user.
Deep learning has achieved significant performance in many domains, mainly in natural language processing (NLP) [4] and machine vision [5] problems. Convolutional neural networks (CNN) are one of the fundamental deep learning models with translation invariance characteristics that requires minimal preprocessing of input data. Some applications of NLP are sentence modeling [6] and sentence classification [7] .
In this paper, we present Halo; A user-friendly navigation application targeted for hospital environments without localization systems assistance. We propose a task specific CNN for detection of start point and destination in submitted user queries. Instead of a single softmax output layer [7] , our model uses two distinct softmax layers for origin and destination search term prediction. The custom CNN model is trained using department names and key locations within a hospital.
Our key contributions include: -A generated labeled dataset of direction seekers queries based on medical department keywords.
-Design of a customized CNN, trained with medical department keywords for navigation inside hospitals.
-Application design and implementation of an interface for indoor navigation without localization assistance.
A brief overview on recent keyword detection and learning vector space representation is provided in Section II. The Levenshtein distance is discussed in Section III. Section IV presents the proposed model and the experimental results are discussed in Section V. The paper is concluded in Section VI. 
II. BACKGROUND
CNN are trained to fill out a frame of slot-value pairs for sub-dialog segments based on a pool of dialog topics. A multi-topic detection model can have a convolutional layer with three feature maps: one for each input topic and one shared between the two inputs [8] .
The CNN model can work on character to sentence level information exploration to perform sentiment analysis of short texts such as single sentences and Twitter messages [9] . For larger inputs with a large vocabulary dictionary, machine learning models generally use a dimensionally reduced representation of text.
Word2vec is a learning vector space representation of words, which produces a vector space from a large corpus of text with much less dimensionality. This model assigns a word vector to each unique word in the corpus. The vectors with closer context are positioned in closer proximity in this space [10] . The word2vec can use continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) or continuous skipgram for dimension reduction [10] , [11] . The CBOW provides a bag of words in which the order of the words is not important and can predict the current word from a window of surrounding context words from the bag. The continuous skip-gram considers heavier weights for the surrounding context words of the current word; however, it is slower for infrequent words [11] . GloVe provides a global vector space representations of words. It uses global matrix factorization and local context window methods to construct a global log-bilinear regression model [12] . The matrix of word-word cooccurrence is sparse by nature. However, GloVe only uses the non-zero elements for training and even do not consider individual context windows in a large corpus [12] . The CNN work well on n-gram representation of input data [13] . A convlution layer can perform feature extraction from various n values of a n-gram model and perfrom personality detection from documents [13] . Dynamic k-Max Pooling operates as a global pooling operation over linear sequences, suitable for semantic modelling of sentences [14] . This model receives variable dimension size input sentences and induces a feature graph over the sentence that is capable of explicitly capturing short and long-range relations [14] .
A CNN with a single output softmax layer can classify a vector representation of text with high accuracy [7]. The design of output layer in CNN can vary depending on the application of the model. Recurrent neural networks (RNN) can learn long-term dependencies [15] over sequential data such as in genomics [16] and shopping pattern of customers throught time [17] . A collaboration of RNN and CNN for feature extraction of sentences is possible. A CNN learns features of an input sentence and then a gated RNN model discourse information [18] . A bi-directional long short term memory (BLSTM) RNN can sequentially read words from question and answer sentences for answer sentence selection and to produce a corresponding score [19] .
III. LEVENSHTEIN DISTANCE
The Levenshtein distance, also known as the "edit" distance, refers to the smallest number of insertions, deletions, and substitutions required to change one string into another [20] . It is used in TextRank for automatic keyword extraction and summarization [21] . For two strings s 1 and s 2 with lengths |s 1 | and |s 2 |, respectively, L(s i 1 , s j 2 ) is defined as the distance between the first i characters of s 1 and first j characters of s 2 such that
and L(s i 1 , s 0 2 ) = i and L(s 0 1 , s j 2 ) = j; s 0 k represents an empty string. In a matrix representation, L(s i 1 , s j 2 ) is the minimum number of operations needed to match s i 1 and s j 2 . The Levenshtein distance for the strings "Hepatology" and "Hematology" is presented in Figure 1 .
For the navigation case study in hospitals and medical centres, one needs to compute the Levenshtein distance between each recognized word in V with a list of keywords D corresponding to the directories in the hospital, that is |V | × |D| times.
The next step is deciding on the origin and the destination in the detected sentence. The typical query to ask for direction submitted by users follows a patterns such as The first example shows that the origin and destination search terms are occurring in the order of origindestination (i.e. origin is cardiology and destination is hematology). However, the origin and destination can be inverted as in the second phrase. Deterministic methods, including Levenshtein distance, require handcrafted patterns to detect origin and destination in a sentence. However, such effort is not efficient enough, as queries might be submitted in other patterns or words with similar pronunciation can be detected in different ways such as "two" or "too" instead of "to". Therefore, we need a solution to consider the dependency among words in a sentence and understand different patterns of queries.
IV. MODEL ARCHITECTURE
Architecture of the proposed model is presented in Figure 2 . This architecture consists of two environments, which are the interface and natural language processing (NLP) back-end. The interface is responsible for receiving a speech command from user and returning the output from the NLP back-end to the user, both visually and audibly. The NLP back-end consists of four main components, which are STT, search-term detection, data retrieval, and TTS engines. Our focus in this paper is on the search-term detection detection component.
A. Speech to Text
The STT refers to the process of converting the received speech signal to text. Following the rapid advances and proliferation of NLP, many STT models and application program interfaces (API) are now available for use. The back-end in Figure 2 sends the received speech signal to the Google STT API. The search-term detection engine then receives the transcribed speech as a text vector V .
B. Convolutional Neural Networks
In this section, we propose a sentence-levelclassification task specific model for search-term detection (i.e. origin-destination) based on CNN, presented in Figure 3 .
A preprocessed query coming from the STT engine with N words is represented as a sequence V = [v 1 , ..., v N ]. Each word can be represented in a wordvector form as x n ∈ R D where D is the vector dimension. This word-vector representation is an outcome of projecting each word from a sparse vector space of dimension M to a lower dimension D such that M > D. In the latter space, the semantically close words are closer to each other. In this paper, we have used word2vec, which was pre-trained using 100 billion words from Google News [7] , [10] .
A concatenated representation of the vector V for words 1 to N is presented as
where ⊕ is the concatenation sign. As Figure 3 shows, the model has three filters with varying window sizes K ∈ {3, 4, 5} that slide across the input layer [7] . The filters extract features from the input layer to construct feature maps of size (N − K + 1) × F , where F is the number of feature maps for each filter. Each feature map h 1×(N −K+1) has its own shared weight w K×D and bias b 1×N −K+1 . The value of a hidden neuron m is
where the window word is x m:m+K−1 and σ(·) is a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function defined as σ(z) = max(0, z)
where z ∈ R.
The max pooling over time [22] extracts the most significant feature from the feature map of a particular filter such asĥ
The output of the max-pooling layer contains the max-pooled featuresĥ = [ĥ 1 , ...,ĥ L ] where the length of features vector is L = 3F . These features are passed to a fully connected perceptron network. During training, the drop-out regularization randomly drops units along with their connections from the input layer using a binary mask vector r 1×L with Bernoulli random distribution (with probability p = 1).
The output layer has two separate softmax output layers; One for the origin search-term detection and one for the destination search-term detection. The output of each layer is probability distribution over all labels (departments) for origin and destination. Therefore, in case of having P distinguish departments, the output layer totally has 2 × P units. The value of label p is predicted as
where w l,p is the weight of connection from feature l to label p and φ(z) is the softmax activation function defined as φ(z p ) = e zp P j=1 e zj f or p = [1, ..., P ].
The advantage of having a dedicated output layer for each search term is fewer number of output units (i.e. 2P ) comparing to a single output layer model where each output unit represent a search term pair and has P (P − 1) labels. The number of optimization parameters in the output layer of first and second models is 2P (3F + 1) and P (P − 1)(3F + 1), respectively. As the number of search terms P increases, the complexity of output layer grows linearly and exponentially for the dedicated and single output layer models, respectively.
C. Text to Speech
The input to the TTS engine is the words vector T , representing the navigation instructions to the user. This vector is passed to a TTS engine to convert it to speech.
V. EXPERIMENTS
Halo is implemented in Kivy and Python. Kivy is a GPU accelerated framework available for multiple operating systems. The speech to text component uses Google STT (Speech-to-Text) API [23] and the text to speech component uses the playsound library in Python. The CNN model is implemented in Tensorflow [24] .
We compare the CNN model with random forest (RF) [25] and support vector machine (SVM) [26] . Instead of using a bag-of-the-words technique, which considers frequency of the words in a query as the features, a ngram model with a lower boundary n = 1 and upper boundary n ∈ {1, 2, 3} performs the feature extraction of raw queries for SVM and RF models. The n-gram model stores the spatial information within the text depending on the value of n. For example, for the query "I want to go to Trauma Clinic from Rapid Referral Clinic." the bi-gram (i.e. 2-gram) representation is [I, want, to , go , to, Trauma, Clinic, from, Rapid, Referral, Clinic, I want, want to, to go, go to, to Trauma, Trauma Clinic, Clinic from, from Rapid, Rapid Referral, Referral Clinic]. This example shows that bi-gram model detects the search term "Trauma Clinic" as a gram but the search term "Rapid Referral Clinic" is not detected as a unique gram [13] . A hashing function maps the grams to indices.
A. Data
We have built a dataset to train Halo and evaluate its performance. For 79 medical departments, 283,452 unique queries are generated based on most common English queries used for asking for a direction. Some of the examples are "I want to go to Trauma Clinic from Rapid Referral Clinic." and "I have to go to MRI from Mental Health Services."
The Halo dataset will be available online for research purposes 1 .
B. Settings
The proposed CNN is simple, has small number of hyper-parameters and is reasonably easy to train. It is trained with a mini-batch size of 64, drop-out probability of 0.5, filter sizes 3, 4, 5 and 100 feature maps per filter size. The number of training iterations is set to 10 and the Adam optimizer with the learning rate of 0.001 is used [27] . The weights at output layers are initialized using Xavier initializer [28] , the weights in convolutional layer are selected based on normal distribution with the standard deviation of 0.1, and biases are set to 0.1. The activation function before the max-pooling layer is ReLU [29] . The L 2 regularization is set to 1.0 × 10 −4 and early-stopping is applied.
We use an implementation of RF [25] which combines classifiers by averaging their probabilistic prediction. Number of estimators is set to 10. The SVM model has a penalty parameter of one with radial basis function kernel.
For all the experiments, 70% and 30% of data is allocated for training and testing, respectively. The data is shuffled before splitting into training and testing datasets and the results after 10-fold cross validation are reported. 
C. Performance Evaluation
Halo is able to communicate with a user and visually demonstrate the current location and path to follow to the destination. A user can press the "Tap to Speak" button to talk to Halo. When the direction is found by Halo, it will respond by displaying a floor map with directions and speech commands.
As an example, a user can submit the following query in the form of speech to the application:
"How can I get from reception to MRI?" where the application responds back as "From reception turn right. Walk along the hallway and turn right at the first turn. You will see the sign for MRI. Walk along the hallway and turn left at the second turn. The MRI is at the your right.".
The matching performance results of Levenshtein distance, RF [25] , SVM [26] , and CNN are presented in Table I . The overall performance of Levenshtein distance model is 42.77%. The RF and SVM models have competitive performance. The RF with 3-gram has better performance that RF 1-gram and RF 2-gram models with a matching accuracy of 95.64%. The SVM model with 3-gram feature extraction has a slightly less detection accuracy than the RF model with 3-gram. The proposed CNN model reaches 99.99% matching accuracy after 8 training iterations to match the input inquiry to the correct origin-destination pair for both origin and destination search terms.
As an example, for the query "I want to go to Admitting from Fracture Clinic." the Levenshtein distance method compares each word of the query with the words in its dictionary. The prediction for each word of query is presented in Table II. Levenshtein distance can detect the "Admitting" and "Fracture Clinic" correctly; However, it has also detected three other terms with the shortest Levenshtein distance to the word "clinic", which are "MRI Clinic", "Eye Clinic", and "Spine Clinic". Three terms are detected instead of two as the origin-destination terms. On the other hand, the CNN approach can learn the dependency among the words in a query and represent the origin and destination accordingly; Such that origin is "Fracture Clinic" and destination is "Admitting" in this example.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper presents system design and implementation for indoor navigation inside medical buildings such as a hospital. A training set for machine learning applications is built. A customized convolutional neural network is designed and trained based on provided open-source data for origin-destination search terms detection from submitted queries. The results show that the proposed CNN has high performance in detecting the origin and destination search terms, regardless of the input query pattern or the voice of user.
The CNN search term detection model can be utilized for voice control applications in blind navigation systems. It also can directly work on the speech query without need for conversion to text. This approach is not limited to hospitals and can be deployed for navigation without localization assistance in shopping centers and on university campuses, to mention some. It is interesting to implement a recurrent neural network (RNN) as another machine learning approach. These models need to be evaluated for ambiguous ascent from complicated backgrounds and when grammatically incorrect queries are given as input.
